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Abstract. Magnetism plays an important role in different applications of health
care. Magnetite(Fe3O4) is biocompatible and therefore is one of the most exten-
sively used biomaterials for different applications ranging from cell separation and
drug delivery to hyperthermia. Other than this, a large number of magnetic mate-
rials in bulk as well as in the form of nano particles have been exploited for a
variety of medical applications. In this review, we summarize the salient features of
clinical applications, where magnetic biomaterials are used. Magnetic intracellular
hyperthermia for cancer therapy is discussed in detail.
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1. Introduction

Magnetism, which is an intrinsic property of every atom, has a profound influence on liv-
ing organisms. The haemoglobin in our blood is an iron complex and is magnetic in nature.
Magnetotactic bacteria are perhaps the first living organisms to orient themselves with the
earth’s magnetic field1. These bacteria are known to contain aligned chains of magnetite
particles of various shapes. There is now substantial evidence that all living organisms,
including animals and humans, contain magnetic particles and act as magnetic receptors.2

It is established that the magnetism and magnetic materials have a strong role to play in
health care and biological applications3–8. Some of the early medical applications of mag-
netic materials were, for example, the removal of metallic objects from the body of ani-
mals and humans.9 The use of materials in biological environment for implantation or for
replacement of a part or a function of the body in a reliable and physiologically accept-
able manner was a challenge for the last several decades. Of late the combination of fine
particles and magnetism in the field of biology and biomaterials has been found useful in
sophisticated bio-medical applications such as cell separation10–14, drug delivery15 and mag-
netic intracellular hyperthermia treatment of cancer16–18. Similarly, the development of mag-
netically responsive micro-spheres can be usedin vitro to direct the particles so that they
remove bound cells and molecules and in-vivo to target and hold the magnetic carriers at
specific sites for applications in protein and cell separation. Further the purification of bone
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marrow cells from tumor cells using immuno-magnetic beads is also an established method
in clinical therapy. The development of nano technology along with involvement of mag-
netism, opened new windows of sophisticated biomedical applications such as diagnostic,
therapy etc.19

In this article, we review some of the most recent advances in areas, where magnetic
materials particularly when of nano size, are used in biological applications. Some of these
are:

• Magnetic bioseparation
• Drug delivery
• MRI contrast agent
• Therapy – Hyperthermia treatment of cancer

The section on hyperthermia would include magnetic fluid hyperthermia (MFH) or intra-
cellurar hyperthermia. Though the field of magnetic hyperthermia had been known for several
decades, it came into prominence during the last ten years or so. It appears that this mode
of treatment perhaps combined with chemotherapy/radiotherapy could prove one of the most
suitable for cancer therapy. A more detailed discussion on magnetic hyperthermia for cancer
therapy is included in this review.

2. Role of magnetism in biomaterials

Magnetism has a strong role to play in some specific bioapplications. For example, in sorting
of cells, interactions between biological cells and magnetic nano particles occur which lead
to separation under the action of magnetic field gradient. The characteristics of hard and
soft magnetic materials as well as the particle size dependent properties have been exploited
for different bio applications. Magnetic properties change dramatically when particle size
reduces beyond a critical limit and goes to single domain and sub-domain regions. Below
a critical size, it shows superparamagnetic (SP) properties. This is exploited extensively
for magnetic bioseparation, MRI contrast agent and drug delivery. For bioapplications (e.g
MRI contrast agent, bioseparation etc.), superparamagnetic particles are found superior to
ferro/ferri magnetic particles due to absence of remanance. Since a magnetic mateiral exhibits
magnetic properties only in the presence of a magnetic field, in bioseparation, it can be
removed from suspension by applying a magnetic field.After separation it is easy to redisperse
it in a homogeneous mixture in the absence of a magnetic field20.

In magnetic hyperthermia, the ferro, ferri, as well as superparamagnetic properties of par-
ticles are useful. The losses due to magnetization and reorientation of these particles depend
upon the type of demagnetization process, which is determined by intrinsic properties such as
magnetocrystalline anisotropy and extrinsic properties such as particle size and microstruc-
ture. Magnetic hysteresis is a useful attribute of the material. Hysteresis loss represents the
energy consumed in cycling a material between positive and negative fields. The area inside
the second quadrant of the loop determines the energy consumed in one cycle. The hys-
teretic power loss of an AC device can be obtained by frequency multiplied by hysteretic
loss per cycle. The power loss can be dissipated in the form of heat for hyperthermia appli-
cations. When there is a reduction in size this magnetic nano particle behave superpara-
magnetically. These SP particles would not exhibit hysteresis losses. But Neel relaxation in
them is equally useful in generating and dissipating heat. More discussion on these aspects
follows in §4.4b.
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3. Biocompatibility studies

For any material to be applied for biotechnological usage, it should pass through a strict reg-
imen of variousin vitro andin vivo tests, which qualify the material as “compatible” with its
“living” neighbourhood. In other words, when kept in cell culture environment (in vitro) or
kept in contact with living carriers (tNo.) (in vivo), it should not lead to detrimental reactions
which change the intrinsic properties (cell growth rate, cell morphology, accumulation of
unwanted proteins, overexpression of housekeeping and other genes, denaturation of struc-
tural and functional proteins etc.) of the nearby and distant environment over a period of
time. These assessments are done with the help of various techniques some of which are
listed below.

3.1 In vitro

Cell count and cell viability study is done by counting cells over a cell counter (Neubar’s
Chamber) after diluting (1:1) with trypan blue dye. Dead cells immediately take up the dye
while living cells start to take up after some time period within which number of viable cells
can be counted.21 Cell viability can also be assessed by MTT assay in which living cells are
differentiated against the dead cells by their capability of metabolizing the chromogen to give
blue crystals.22

Cell morphology can be assessed by observation under high magnification by light micro-
scope and further by electron microscope. The latter can give the idea of surface adherence
of cells on the material if the sample is biocompatible (figure 1).18

Polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (followed by western blotting, if needed) and fast per-
formance liquid chromatography of the supernatant can give an idea of the changes (both
in amount and nature) in the secreted protein profiles.18,21Agarose gel electrophoresis (fol-
lowed by southern/northern blotting, if needed) can show the changes at the nucleic acid
level.

3.2 In vivo

Visual evidence, of any unwanted tNo. reaction, is the initial “test” done usually. This is
followed by taking biopsy of nearby and distal tNo. and performing histopathology (followed
by immunohistochemistry, if needed) tests, which qualitatively show the extent/nature of tNo.
damage.21,22

(a) (b)

Figure 1. SEM photographs of
WBC cells grown on magnetic
oxide-based glass surface18. (a) Not
biocompatible,(b) biocompatible.
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4. Biomedical applications

4.1 Magnetic bioseparation

Bioseparation is an important phenomenon for the success of several biological pro-
cesses. Therefore, prospective bioseparation techniques are increasingly gaining importance.
Amongst the different bioseparation techniques, magnetic separation is the most promising.

For a long time magnetic separation has been used for applications other than biosep-
arations. Typical examples are separation of magnetic colour impurities form kaolin clay,
enrichment of low grade iron ore, removal of ferromagnetic impurities form boiler water and
so on. The application of these techniques has been restricted and of limited use up to 1970.
Later labelling and targeting techniques have become useful for some interesting applications
in the areas of bioscience and biotechnology, primarily due to the development of innova-
tive ideas and improved properties of magnetic materials. Presently, the separation technique
is regularly used in molecular biology, cell biology, and microbiology. The magnetic sepa-
ration technique has several advantages with respect to other techniques used for the same
purpose.23

Magnetic separation of cells and bio molecules is based on the contrast of magnetic suscep-
tibility between separand (magnetic) and medium (containing other nonmagnetic) materials.
A few cells or biomolecules have intrinsic magnetic properties. Magnetic bio-separation may
be classified into two modes. For the first case, the separand may have sufficient intrinsic mag-
netic moment (e.g. red blood cells and magnetotactic bacteria) and can be directly separated
by applying magnetic fields. Alternately, the cells or biomolecules which are nonmagnetic in
nature can be modified by attachment of magnetic responsive entity and thus can be manip-
ulated using an external field.

The separation of cells or compounds may be done by direct and indirect methods. In
the direct method, ligands are immobilized on magnetic particles, and incubated with the
medium (cells or compounds) for some time. The target cells bind with these ligands and the
complex formed can be separated by a magnetic field. On the other hand, in the indirect mode,
the target cell initially interacts with the ligand (primary antibody). The secondary antibody
is then immobilized on magnetic particles and added to the medium containing the cells.
When antibodies with poor affinity or antigen are less accessible, indirect methods might
perform better.24 Magnetic complex is then separated using a magnetic separator. However,
after separation the separand may be removed form the immunomagnetic particles for which
several techniques are available.25–26

The magnetic separation of cells or bio molecules is more effectively done by the super-
paramagnetic materials, because it exhibits magnetic properties in presence of magnetic field
only. In addition, ferromagnetic as well as superparamagnetic particles coated or encapsulated
with polymers or liposome can be used for magnetic labelling.29 For this purpose, magnetite
(Fe3O4) or haematite(γ Fe2O3) have been extensively used as magnetic carriers.

The isolation of various macro molecules such as enzymes, enzyme inhibitors, DNA, RNA,
antibodies and antigens etc. from different sources including nutrient media, fermentation
broth, tNo. extracts and body fluids, has been done by using magnetic absorbents. In case of
enzyme separation, the appropriate affinity ligands are immobilized on polymer coated mag-
netic carrier or magnetizable particles.27–28 Immobilized protein A or protein G on silanized
magnetite29 and fine magnetotactic bacteria30 can be used for isolation and purification of
IgG.31 Monosized superparamagnetic particles, Dynabeads, have been used in isolation of
mRNA, genomic DNA and proteins.32
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Figure 2. SEM image of binding of sperm cell to
magnetic microsphere (from Margelet al39).

Isolation and separation of cells (prokaryotic, eukaryotic) or antigen have been done by
immobilization of specific antibodies against the target (cells or antigen) i.e. by immunomag-
netic separation.33–35 There is abundance of literature available for isolation of different types
of cells from blood and the cell sources by this technique.36–38 In figure 2, we show a typical
SEM micrograph demonstrating the binding of immuno-microspheres to the tail of sperm
cells (reproduced from ref. 39). Removal of cancer cells from bone marrow is one of the most
important applications of magnetic separation. Tumour cell separation from peripheral blood
has been performed by immobilization of antibody on silica coated with superparamagnetic
iron oxide.40

Finely dispersed magnetic absorbent (ferro-carbon particle) has been used for new methods
of biological fluid detoxification. A suspension of such absorbent particles is injected into
an extracorporeal system. During movement with the bloodstream, it absorbs toxic materials
with low, medium and high molecular weights. A high gradient magnetic separator then
removes magnetic particles (magnetic particles are then removed by a high gradient magnetic
separator) and purified blood is returned to the organism. This is also known as haemosorption
and is schematically shown in figure 3. Animal experiments showed the high effectiveness of
this technique for the removal of low-molecular weight toxins.41

Magnetic bioseparation has been successfully used in the bioscience, biotechnology and
biomedical fields, in both the laboratory and on a large scale. Magnetic separation techniques
are advantageous compared to other standard techniques. To develop the magnetic separation
technique as the best processing method in the near future, an interdisciplinary effort involving
a combination of physical, chemical and engineering aspects is essential.

Suspension
of ferro-carbon
particles

N S

S N

Magnetic
separator

Vein Artery

Figure 3. Schematic for magnetic haemosorption
(from Michaelet al41).
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4.2 Drug delivery

4.2aMagnetic drug targeting: The activity of most pharmaceuticals or drugs against cer-
tain diseases or disease sites suffers from their inability to accumulate selectively in the
pathological organ, tNo. or cells. When the drug or pharmaceutical agent is introduced
into the body intravenously, it gets distributed throughout the body. To reach the target
site, the drug has to cross many biological barriers (organ, cells and its compartments),
and hence there is a chance of its getting inactivated. Large quantities or doses have to
be administered to get the required therapeutic concentration to a target site. As a result,
many negative side effects may be caused by cytotoxic and/or antigenic drugs. Hence,
the healthy tNo. gets exposed to higher concentrations of drugs. The situation becomes
particularly critical in case of drugs having very low therapeutic indices (e.g. most anti-
cancer drug). However, the above problems may be solved by selectively and quantita-
tively accumulating the drug to the target site (organ or tNo.). Independent of the site
and methods its administration, drug targeting at non-target sites should remain under cer-
tain minimum levels to avoid site reactions, whereas it should remain high at the disease
site(s).

There are many different approaches to targeted drug delivery, e.g. direct application of
drug into the affected zone, use of reactor molecules having high affinity to the affected site
and physical targeting.42 Targeted drug delivery by external physical force (magnetic field)
is an innovative new approach, capable of effective drug targeting.

4.2b Mechanism: Magnetic drug transport technique is based on the fact that the drug can
be either encapsulated in to a magnetic micro-sphere (or nano-sphere) or conjugated on the
surface of the micro/nano sphere. When the magnetic carrier is intravenously administered,
the accumulation can take place within the area to which the magnetic field is applied and
often augmented by magnetic agglomeration.43 The accumulation of the carrier at the target
site allows them to deliver the drug locally. Efficiency of accumulation of magnetic carrier
depends on physiological parameters44 e.g. particle size, surface characteristics, field strength
and blood flow rate etc. The magnetic field assists to extravasate the magnetic carrier into
the targeted tNo.s. Though little is known about the process of extrusion, magnetic targeted
carriers (MTC) are pulled through some kind of pore/ channel opened by the force of the
magnet. It has been observed that immobilization of MTC occurs within the tumor area when
magnetic field is removed.45

Site-directed drug targeting is one way of local or regional antitumor treatment. The effi-
ciency of chemotherapy treatment may be enhanced to a great extent by magnetically assisted
delivery of cytotoxic agent to the specific site. There are a large number of magnetic carrier
systems which demonstrates increasing drug concentration efficiency at the tumor site.46–47
In case of brain tumours, the therapeutic ineffectiveness of chemotherapy is mainly due to the
impervious nature of the blood-brain barrier (BBB), presence of drug resistance and lack of
tumour selectivity. Various novel biodegradable magnetic drug carriers are synthesized and
their targeting to brain tumour is evaluatedin vitro and in animal models. New cationic mag-
netic aminodextran micro spheres (MADM) have been synthesized. Its potentiality for drug
targeting to brain tumour is under investigation.48

The aim of the specific cell targeting is to enhance the efficiency of drug delivery and at the
same time to reduce the toxicity and side effects to normal tNo.s. An immense improvement
of existing approaches to diagnosis and treatment of various diseases could be conveyed by
targeted delivery of pharmaceuticals. The therapeutic applications of drug targeting are under
investigation and some clinical trials are also under way. The numerous results49–50 show that
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the magnetic drug targeting is a promising area in the development of new and cost-effective
clinical protocols in the near future. Further “magnetic drug delivery” will undoubtedly rise
from its investigative origins, along with nano-biotechnology, to play an important role in
improving human health.

4.3 MRI contrast agents

Magnetic resonance imaging is considered to be one of the most powerful techniques in diag-
nostic, clinical medicine and biomedical research. This is an innovative technique that can
provide information on the physical and chemical states of tNo.s. The magnetic resonance
images are obtained by placing the area of interest within a powerful, highly uniform static
magnetic field. Since hydrogen nucleus (single proton) is abundant in the body due to the
high water content of the biological tNo.s, the static magnetic field will make most of the
protons to align with the field. These protons (nuclear spins) then move out of their alignment
by the application of an alternating magnetic filed, which in turn is produced by the radio
frequency coil near the specimen (static magnetic field). The resonant frequency of the alter-
nating magnetic field should be in the radio frequency range (15–60MHz). The nuclei absorb
energy from the oscillating magnetic field and undergo transition from the lower energy state
to the higher energy state. When the alternating magnetic field is switched off, the nuclei
that return to the equilibrium state thereby emitting energy at the same frequency as previ-
ously absorbed. Further, this induces a signal in the coil, which is the source of alternating
magnetic field. This nuclear magnetization can be transformed to diagnostic images by a
series of algorithms. In an MRI image, contrast is due to different signal intensities form each
tNo. produced in the presence of RF pulses. This response depends on proton concentration
(water content), chemical and molecular structure of the tNo.51 By varying the number and
sequence of the pulsed radio frequency, images based on different tNo. characteristics are
possible.52

MRI can provide information that differs from other imaging modalities. Its major techno-
logical advantage is that it can characterize and discriminate among tNo.s using their physical
and biochemical properties. The ability of MRI techniques to get images in multiple planes
offers special advantages for radiation or surgical treatment.

Though MRI can provide definite noninvasive diagnoses, the sensitivity or the specificity
of such processes can be improved by the addition of contrasting agents. Difference in proton
density as well as in the relaxation process of protons in their physiological environment is
the source of tNo. contrast. This can be enhanced with the help of contrasting agents. These
may be paramagnetic macromolecular compounds, superparamagnetic iron oxide or rare
earth metal ion (Gd) complexes.53 Paramagnetic metal ions reduce the T1 relaxation of water
protons and enhance the signal intensity, hence images are brighter. Superparamagnetic iron
particles (SPIO) are more effective than monomolecular54 or macromolecular Gd contrast
agents55 for this purpose.

The most commonly used superparamagnetic material is Fe3O4 with different coatings such
as dextrans,56 polymers,57 and silicone.58 SPIO causes marked shortening of T2 relaxation
and hence reduction of signal intensity (SI) occurs in MR images. So far it has been mainly
used as a liver-specific contrast agent for intravenous application. It may be used for detection
of metastases in non-enlarged lymph nodes. When contrast agent is interstitially applied,
none of it is accumulated in the lesion since metastases do not have an intact phagocytosing
system. Thus, a contrast agent induces a signal effect in normal tNo., but not in metastases
and therefore contrast is enhanced59 (figure 4).
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(a) (b)

Figure 4. SPIO-enhanced MR lymphograph in aVX2-tumour in a rabbit. The node precontrast image
(a) shows a homogeneous signal pattern, whereas in the post-contrast image(b) large metastasis is
visible (from Kresseet al59).

4.4 Hyperthermia for treatment of cancer

Heat treatment of organs or tNo.s, such that the temperature is increased to 42–46◦C and the
viability of cancerous cells reduces, is known as hyperthermia. It is based on the fact that
tumour cells are more sensitive to temperature than normal cells.60–62 In hyperthermia it is
essential to establish a heat delivery system, such that the tumour cells are heated up or inac-
tivated while the surrounding tNo.s (normal) are unaffected. Though different hyperthermia
techniques depend upon the heating methods used, each one has certain limitations. Bound-
ary effects limit microwave, ultrasound, and RF hyperthermia. High frequency microwave
beams have poor depth penetration and low frequency microwaves are difficult to focus on
target areas. Though ultrasound has high penetration and focusing capabilities, applications
are limited by strong absorption by bone and high reflection by air filtered cavities (lung etc.).
By this technique it is difficult to heat up targets of high perfusion area to the desired tem-
perature due to continuous dissipation of heat. Interstitial technique device is implanted into
the tumour, which acts as a heat source by connection with external power sources.63 In this
review, however, we limit our discussion to only magnetic hyperthermia.

4.4aMagnetic hyperthermia:Magnetic materials have been extensively used for hyper-
thermia of biological tNo.s. This is based on the principle that the magnetization process
determines the magnetic losses. These losses, depending upon the thermal conductivity and
heat capacity of the surrounding medium, can (in principle) be dissipated in the form of
heat raising the temperature of the surrounding. The losses are of different kinds, which are
determined both by the intrinsic and extrinsic properties and the particle sizes. Besides the
hysteresis losses, for larger grains, eddy current losses, and relaxation losses for superpara-
magnetic particles (Neel relaxation) and frictional losses of particles (Brownian movements)
have been extensively exploited for hyperthermia. Detailed discussion on these losses and
their relevance follows in the next section.

Depending on the approach of investigation (characteristics of magnetic heat sources), the
magnetic hyperthermia can be classified as in figure 5.

4.4b Physics of hyperthermia:It is important to understand the underlying physics to use
hyperthermia as cancer therapy. In an external AC magnetic field, the heating of magnetic
oxides with low electrical conductivity is due either to loss processes during the reorientation
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Figure 5. Classification of magnetic hyperthermia.

of the magnetization64–65 or frictional losses if the particles can rotate in an environment of
sufficient low viscosity.66 Inductive heating of magnetic oxides (i.e. via eddy currents) may
be neglected. Magnetic properties of powders may depend significantly on grain size and
particles microstructure.

The magnetic reorientation, which is responsible for losses in ferro- or ferrimagnetic parti-
cles, depends on the type of demagnetization process. This is determined by intrinsic magnetic
properties like magneto crystalline anisotropy and magnetization on one hand and extrinsic
properties such as particle size and shape. Size and shape dependence of Hc is well known
and it gets maximized when it reaches a critical low size (single domain particle). Similarly,
it can be enhanced for accicular particles having large aspect ratios. With decreasing parti-
cle size, however, it goes to superparamagnetic region. Due to reduction in particle volume,
effective strength of magneto crystalline anisotropy force decreases. This leads magnetiza-
tion vector to become unstable. If the volume of each particle isV , then the energy barrier
1E that must be overcome before a particle can reverse its magnetization isKV ergs. On
the other hand, fluctuation of thermal energy continuously occurs on a microscopic scale. For
very small particles, thermal energy(kT ) exceeds the anisotropy forces and spontaneously
reverses the magnetization of a particle from one easy direction to the other in the absence
of an applied field. Hence, the, magnetization of the assembly will start decreasing. Below
the critical size, there is a rapid decrease in remanent magnetization due to relaxation effect,
which may be expressed as:

Mr = Mie
−t/τ , (1)

whereτ is magnetic relaxation time,Mi is remanance of particles not affected by relaxation.
This results in vanishing of hysteresis losses near the critical size. The relaxation time for
superparamagnetic particles is determined by the ratio of anisotropy energyKV to thermal
energykT and is expressed as

τ = fo exp[KV/kT], (2)

wherefo (frequency factor)∼ 109 s−1 . For superparamagnetic particles specific power loss
(due to Neel relaxation) may be expressed as67

P = (mHωτ)2/2τkT V (1 + ω2τ 2), (3)
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Figure 6. Particle size dependence of power
density of losses due to Neel relaxation (from
Hergtet al67).

wherem is particle moment and other terms have their usual significance.
The losses according to the above equation increase with the square of the frequency while

for wτ � 1, the relaxation losses saturate at

P = (mH)2/2kT V τ. (4)

Particle-size dependence of loss power is shown at different frequencies in figure 6.A sharp
maxima of loss power at a particular particle size is evident. Figure 7 shows critical particle
size region where hysterisis loss vanishes and Neel losses grow as a new loss mechanism.67

Magnetic fluid hyperthermia (MFH) utilizes colloidal dispersions of superparamagnetic
iron oxide or other magnetic nano particles exhibiting a very high Specific Absorption Rate
(SAR) compared to hysteresis losses of larger particles. For magnetic fluid SAR may be
defined askH 2f wherek is a materials constant,f is the frequency of operation andH is
magnetic field strength. It may be determined by the “rate of temperature rise” methods, using
the formula SAR= cdT/dt , wherec is the specific heat capacity and dT/dt is the temperature
increase per time68. Besides high SAR, these magnetic nano particles should be biocompatible.
Magnetite, Fe3O4, is known to be biocompatible. However, other magnetic oxides have to
be tested for their biocompatibility. Alternatively, they have to be coated with biocompatible
materials or entrapped in liposomes before they are injected into a tumour region.

Field homogeneity is of importance, as the SAR of particles may vary. Also, the particle
concentration may not be uniform. This may lead to thermal gradients. Furthermore, the
power requirement for heat generation in these nanoparticles is much more compared to
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implanted bulk materials. It was found that the nano particles of magnetic oxides absorb much
more power than larger magnetic particles exhibiting hysteresis losses. These nano particles
also contribute to the power absorption due to Brownian relaxation process besides the Neel
relaxation. The core of the particles oscillates within the shell depending upon excitation
frequency and core magnetization. Brownian relaxation may also be optimized by viscosity
of the fluid and the structure of the shell material.

4.4c Hyperthermia using bulk magnetic materials:Magnetic hyperthermia can be induced
by two different methods. In the first method, known for several decades, finite size magnetic
implants are surgically placed within the tumour site, which absorbs energy from externally
applied AC magnetic field and dissipates it in the form of heat to the surrounding tNo.s.
These tNo.s can be destroyed, if the temperature rises above 42◦C. A large number of bioac-
tive/biocompatible glass and glass ceramics have been exploited for such investigations.69–73

These are known to form bonds by the formation of an apatite layer on the surface. It is how-
ever difficult to get homogenous heat distribution through this method. In such a method it
is expected that temperature rise will be observed close to the implanted material and there
will be non-uniformity in the temperature distribution in the tumour region. Figure 8 shows a
schematic diagram for application of alternating magnetic field to a bone packed with glass
ceramics. The temperature of the glass ceramic and the outside of the bone is measured and
shown in figure.74 Three different fluro-optic thermometers have been used for temperature
measurements. There is a danger that the temperature may rise more than the requirement and
the normal tNo.s may get affected. This can be avoided if the transition temperature(T c) of
these thermo seeds can be tuned between 42–50◦C. The tuned curie temperature(T c) would
act as a temperature switch during treatment, and a constant temperature is maintained in the
tumour region.75–77 A major drawback of this procedure (using bulk materials) is that it is
an invasive method and required surgical removal after hyperthermia treatment. Therefore,
repeated surgery may be required which could be traumatic.

4.4d Intracellular hyperthermia: The alternative approach is to use fine particles as heat
mediators instead of needles or rods such that hyperthermia becomes noninvasive. When
fluids containing submicron-sized magnetic particles (typically 1–100nm)78 are injected,
these particles are easily incorporated into the cells, since their diameters are in the nanometer
range. These magnetic particles selectively heat up tNo.s by coupling AC magnetic field to
targeted magnetic nano particles. As a result, the whole tumour can be heated up uniformly.
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bone heating and corresponding tem-
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This is called intracellular hyperthermia. It has been shown that malignant cells take up
nine times more magnetic nano particles than normal cells. Therefore the heat generated in
malignant cells is more than in normal cells.70 Also, as blood supply in the cancerous tNo.
is not normal, the heat dissipation is much slower. Hence, the temperature rise in the region
of tumour is higher than in the surrounding normal tNo.s. It is therefore expected that this
therapy is much more concentrated and localized.

Hyperthermia with small particles started in 1957. Gilchristet al79 found high concentra-
tions of magnetite particles in lymph nodes near the injection site after it was administered
into subserosa of the intestine of dogs. They observed a temperature rise of 4·7◦C/min, when
lymph node (47mg ferrite /gm of tNo.) were subjected to AC magnetic field (15–20kA/m,
frequency 1–2MHz). Best power absorption was reported for particle core size distribution
between 20 and 100nm. Medalet al80 used an AC magnetic field at 120kHz with a field
amplitude of 37kA/m. The result was not so satisfactory since most of the animals died within
7 minutes of the application of the AC field. Later, in 1965 they published another paper81

where frequency used was 55kHz and field strength was increased to 40kA/m. The report
was encouraging as no side effects were observed. Gordonet al82 in 1979 treated mammary
tumour-bearing rats, by injecting ferrofluid of dextran magnetite. They used an AC applica-
tor of frequency 450kHz (38kA/m field strength). Ferrofluid (100mg) was slowly injected
into the tail vein over 10minutes. After 48 hours, an AC field was applied for 12min. They
observed a temperature increase of 8◦C/min. After one week of therapy, magnetic particles
were seen in the liver, spleen, and kidney. In electron microscopic investigation, some intra-
cellular uptake of particles was reported. Prior to 1990, this mode of hyperthermia did not
gain importance. This is now popularly known as magnetic fluid hyperthermia (MFH), and is
discussed in the following section. Given in chart 1 is the general flow diagram for developing
suitable nano magnetic materials for magnetic intracellular hyperthermia.

4.4eMagnetic fluid hyperthermia (MFH):Magnetic fluids can be defined as fluids, consist-
ing of ultramicroscopic particles(∼ 100Å) of magnetic oxide.83 These particles are stabilized
by using surfactant to prevent their agglomeration and make stable colloidal suspension in
suitable medium (water or hydrocarbon). They behave like true homogeneous fluids and are
highly susceptible to magnetic fields.84 Ferrofluid consisting of superparamagnetic particles
of Fe3O4 and other magnetic particles, modified/coated with different types of biopolymer or
synthetic polymer are used for hyperthermia applications.83 Since during MFH, the cells may
be loaded with magnetic nano particles by virtue of comparable dimension, it is also known
as intercellular hyperthermia. Though there had been severalin vitro andin vivostudies, but
clinical applications were not thought of. Jordanet al(1993) demonstrated that magnetic nano
particles (which are superparamagnetic) can be exploited more usefully to absorb power using
Brownian and Neel relaxation. In fact, it was observed that these relaxation could generate
much more heat compared to conventional ferro/ferri magnetic particles exhibiting hystere-
sis losses. They have developed ferrofluid consisting of nanoparticls modified by aminosilan
which has 10-fold higher uptake by glioblastoma cells than the normal cells.85 Since then there
had been number of reports which brought this therapy close to clinical trials.85–87 Figure 9
shows sample micrograph showing a fibroblast and prostate carcinoma cell. The malignant
cell shows visible pigmentation due to large nano particle uptake.

4.4f Intracellular hyperthermia using magnetic particles:The larger magnetic particles
show ferri or ferromagnetic properties and comparable heating effects may be achieved with
them as with superparamagnetic particles.98 These particles can be exploited for the intracel-
lular hyperthermia treatment of cancer. The coating of these particles by liposome makes them
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Chart 1. Development of suitable magnetic materials for clinical hyperthermia.

Figure 9. Phase contrast light microscopic picture of a
prostate carcinoma cell and a fibroblast cell (from Jordan
et al85).
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highly dispersible in aqueous media as well as biocompatible. Magnetoliposomes (MLs) have
been investigated both for their magnetic properties and for their applications in hyperthermia
simulation.89–90 The application of magnetic force on the uptake of magnetoliposomes was
investigated and enhancement in the uptake has been observed in tumour cells.91 To enhance
the affinity or internalization of magnetic particle to the glioma cell, cationic magnetic lipo-
some (CMLs) have been developed.92–93 It exhibits ten times higher affinity for glioma cells,
due to the positive charge on the surface (cells have negative charge). It has been proved that
higher affinity of magnetite to the cells allows complete killing of tumour cells.94 In vivo
studies have been investigated in rats using MCLs. The rat glioma T-9 cells were used to cre-
ate tumours. After 11 days of transplantation, the MCLs were injected into the tumour. Rats
containing MCLs were subjected to hyperthermia treatment by applying AC field with 24
hours intervals. It was observed that the tumour tNo. completely disappeared95 (figure 10).
The drawback of this technique is that MCLs can be absorbed by normal cells also, so admin-
istration is limited by direct injection of MCLs in tumour site.96 This limitation can be over-
come by conjugation of antibodies to the magnetic particles. Antibody conjugated magneto
liposome97 and antibody-conjugated polyethylene oxide-magnetic complex were also devel-
oped. Insufficient low accumulation of magnetic particles in to the tumour cells leads to the
insufficient heating. Shinkaiet al (2001) further developed unique antibody-conjugated MLs
which have high affinity and high heating ability.97 Its capabilities have been demonstrated
by in vitro andin vivostudies.

To make the hyperthermia as a potential therapy, selective destruction of cancerous cells
is important. Though the hyperthermia is based on the fact that the tumour cells are very
much sensitive to heat in the range of 42–46◦C60–62, it can assist the therapy to a high degree
of selective destruction of cancerous cells. This is possible if targeted delivery of potential
magnetic particles to the cancerous cells is made so that it will be much more effective to
heat than the normal tNo.s. For this, optimization of magnetic parameters of particles is
essential, which includes synthesizing particles having high value of specific absorption rate
(SAR).98–99 This minimizes the required dose of magnetic particles. It is, however, important
that the internalization or intracellular delivery of particles is maximized.

Cellular inactivation depends on dose, when heat is applied to the tumour (42–46◦C). The
critical biological reason for thermal inactivation of cell is not yet known. Hyperthermia may
induce many reversible effects on cell and tNo.s.100 A few minutes after hyperthermia, heat
shock protein (hss) is expressed in cell, which results in thermo tolerance of the cells.101 This
leads to an increase of cell survival. Besides hyperthermia can induce alternation in cell cycle
and can induce apoptosis.102–104

Figure 10. Tumour bearing rats photographed before hyperthermia application(A): after application
of AC magnetic field thrice at 24 intervals(B) (from Yanaseet al 95).
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4.4g Combined therapy:A combination of chemotherapy or radiation therapy with hyper-
thermia is found much more effective than hyperthermia itself.105 Several reasons are given
for the enhanced effect. Tumours are poorly vascularised and it can be hard for therapeutic
agents to reach their target. Heat increases the perfusion of a tumour and therefore drugs are
transported more effectively into the target tNo. In addition, heat makes blood vessels more
permeable to drugs. This occurs preferentially in tumours where blood vessels tend to be
structurally incomplete. On the other hand, normal blood vessels are surrounded by a base-
ment membrane and other perivascular cells and not significantly affected by heat. It has
recently been reported that hyperthermia increases the rate of liposome leakage into tumours
by a factor of 2–5 depending on the type of tumour. In normal tNo., however, enhancement
of liposome leakage is not reported.

5. Conclusion

Biocompatible magnetic materials find a variety of applications such as in cell separation, drug
delivery and hyperthermia. Magnetic forces can be usedin vitro to direct the particles so that
bound cells and molecules can be moved andin vivo to target and hold the magnetic carriers
at anatomical sites or within cells for applications such as hyperthermia. Sometimes surface
modification of these magnetic carriers is necessary forin vivodrug delivery or making these
biocompatible. Entrapment in liposomes, alginate and some other biopolymers is common
for use in control release of drugs or magnetic nano particles for hyperthermia or for local
contrast enhancement in MR imaging. For hyperthermia applications, the superparamagnetic
as well as ferromagnetic particles have been exploited. The superparamagnetic particle is
more suited because its dimension is comparable to the cell dimension. In addition, the Neel
loss, which is responsible for temperature rise in superparamagnetic particles is more effective
than hysterisis losses in ferro/ferromagnetic particles. However, it is possible to tune theTc

for ferro/ferromagnetic particle, which is an added advantage to regulate the temperature.
The applications of nano materials to biotechnology/biosciences (so-called nano-

biotechnology), are gradually increasing, and is a challenging area for future research in
health care. From the above brief report on the use of magnetic particles in the bio appli-
cations, it is clear that nano materials having suitable magnetic properties find several
applications in health care. The use of magnetic materials in bio-fields looks like restricted
by the imagination of people who exploit them. So the scope of applications of magnetism
(magnetic materials) in the biofield is wide open.

Financial support from the Council of Scientific and Industrial Research, New Delhi is grate-
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